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Introduction to electron-EDM
probing CP violation beyond the standard model

fig: Nature 553, 144 (2018)

eEDM violates P, T and CP symmetry (provided CPT holds)
Standard model 
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Table-top particle physics
TeV physics through incredible precision and huge enhancements 

a few meters

precision molecular spectroscopy

source of molecules

ramsey interferometry

ThO limit (2018)

eEDM sensitivity gain of factor 100 —> factor 10 increase in probed energy scale!
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Table-top particle physics

a few meters

precision molecular spectroscopy

source of molecules

laser spectroscopy

ThO limit (2018)

eEDM sensitivity gain of factor 100 —> factor 10 increase in probed energy scale!
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TeV physics through incredible precision and huge enhancements 

last decade 
with molecules 
even steeper!



What we work on now
manipulation of molecules to reach highest sensitivity

important role of theory: selection of molecules, interpretation of spectra, translation of spectroscopy to eEDM limit

Slow, intense and cold beam of BaF molecules



fast source

fast beam eEDM

slow and cold beam

What we work on now
manipulation of molecules to reach highest sensitivity

show systematics under control

show full statistics can be reached



Extrapolating eEDM - 5 and 10 years
optimise, collect data, and improve

5 years 
combine, optimise, collect data

10 years 
significant (1-2 orders of magnitude) improvement possible: 
- coherence time (slower particles) 
- statistics (beam intensity, light collection) 
- systematics (comagnetometer states)



Beyond eEDM
connections to other experiments and programs

not only electron-EDM
Also: oscillating EDMs for axion searches!



Beyond eEDM
connections to other experiments and programs

Fundamental physics 
impact through low-energy 
precision studies

Testing QED
e.a. determination of alpha using Cs and Rb atoms

Determination (and variation?) of constants
e.a. HD+ lab spectra for mp/me, compare with astrophysical observations, optical clocks

Lepton universality
H atom, Muonic Hydrogen, emerged from ‘proton-size puzzle’

Parity violation
Anapole moments, chirality



Beyond eEDM
connections to other experiments and programs

eEDM interconnections 
with Nikhef programs

R&D
photon detection, electronics, custom hardware, optical lab

Theory
Quantum chemistry and particle physics EFT

LHCb
CP violation

Gravitational waves
Lasers, cavities, shot-noise limited photon detection, state squeezing, ’AMO tricks’



Concluding
Exciting times ahead!
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